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welcome to my portfolio!



LOGOS & SYMBOLS
A series of lettermarks, wordmarks, and 

pictographs for fictional brands. 

Filling It
An Eclectic dumpling festival

Aurae
Eco-friendly loungewear brand

Flaming Flavors
Restuarant branding

Eyedentity
Glasses app campaign



Pencil Publishing
A publishing company

Tea Tales

Tea Tales
A traditional tea brand

Eagle Eye Photography
An aerial/drone photography service

Letter D for Deer
Lettermark for children’s book

Wacky Travelers
A collectible children’s game

Voodoo Doughnut
Identity mark redesign



Wayfinding Pictographs 
for an Electronics Store



FILLING IT 
An eclectic and international dumpling 

festival located in Houston, Texas. This 

fictional festival was inspired by the lively 

and colorful night market stands.



FILLING IT | poster 1



FILLING IT | poster 2



FILLING IT | poster 3



FILLING IT | outdoor signage mockup



FILLING IT | web design



FILLING IT | tote bag & tickets



AURAE 
A loungewear brand that supports 

sustainability, comfort and style. The name 

Aurae, derived from the word “aura,” captures 

the brand’s fresh and distinct style.



AURAE | hang tags



AURAE | packaging



AURAE | packaging opened



AURAE | publication



AURAE | publication



FLAMING FLAVORS 
Branding and packaging design for a fictional 

restuarant. For this project, the colors and 

design choices were inspired by flames;  the 

menu and packaging are stackable, creating an  

ongoing design that mimicks the essence of fire.



FLAMING FLAVORS | menu



FLAMING FLAVORS | menu



FLAMING FLAVORS | stationary system



FLAMING FLAVORS | packaging



FLAMING FLAVORS | apron, bags & coasters



EYEDENTITY 
An app campaign that is designed to help people 

find their perfect pairs of glasses easily through 

one app. For this project, the unique features of 

individuals are emphasized through shapes and 

the variety of shapes building the faces.



EYEDENTITY | app design



EYEDENTITY | app design



EYEDENTITY | social media posts



EYEDENTITY | outdoor signage



EYEDENTITY | outdoor signage mockups



EYEDENTITY | bus wraps & packaging



BOOK COVERS 
A series of redesigned bookcovers for William 

Shakespeare’s tragedy plays. I took a different 

approach by including the animal imageries that 

Shakespeare emphasizes in his plays. 



BOOK COVERS | macbeth



BOOK COVERS | hamlet



BOOK COVERS | othello



Contact Me 
shaofenxue@gmail.com


